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SUMMARY
The objective of this work is to apply and validate the display design
procedure for _anned-vehicle systems, as premulgated in Refs [1]-[2], to a
particular scenario of interest to the Air Force. The scenario chosen is
that of zero-,_isibillty high-speed terrain following (V = 466 ft/sec, H =
200 ft) with an AI0 aircraft. We consider the long_tudal (linearlzed)
dynamics in our analysis. The variations in (commanded path over) terrain
_(t) are modeled as a 3rd - order random process•
The display design methodology is based on the Optimal Control Model of
pilot response, and employs this _odel in various ways in different p_ases
of the design process. The overall methodology, as shown functionally in
Figure _, indicates that the design process is Intended as a precursor to
manned simuiatlon. It provides a rank-orderlng of candidate displays through
a three-level process.
i. Infor,r_zt_onLeve_: Here the OCM is applied to determine the relative
importance of each system sta_e to closed-loop performance, once a perfor-
mance criterion is specified. For the candidate task, the performance cri-
terion includes R_S terrain height errors e(t) = _(t) - h(t) and R_ vertical
acceleration. The OCM analysis indicates that error rate _(t) and terrain
height acceleration _(t) are the two most important pieces of information for
the control task.
In addition to the above analysis_ the OCM is a]so used to determine the
optimal combination of system states to be used as a display for closed-loop
control. This is the flight-dlrector design rrocess de_cribed in Ref [2].
For the candidate task the flight director is a linear combination of vehicle
states and terrain shaping states.
2. l_sp_ay LeveZ: At this level of analysis the information requirements
are integrated to propose several dlffprcnt realistic display systems. Human
operator display and information processing limitations are included at this
level, such as observation noise, attentlonal allocation, indifference thres-
holds, etc. For each candidate deslg_ performance vs. workload curves are
generated using the OCM. In the present case, the nigh utility of terrain
_Work supported by AF Aerospace Medlcal Research Laboratory under contract
F3_615-80-C-0528.
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information (e.g. _) is included in a display via presentation/integration of
the terrain height at a fixed distance/time ahead of the aircraft. Thus, dis-
plays are formulated to include realistically available measurements. Four
candidate displays have been proposed via this procedure.
i. A tunnel display that indicates future desired flight path up to
3000' ahead of the aircraft.
;
2. A predlctorIveloclty vector display that indicates where the air-
craft would be in = 4 sec, based on linear extrapolation, relative
to the terrain height at that tlme.t
3. A combined tunnel plus veloclty-vector display. This is basically 0_
the combination of i) and 2).
4. The flight director display as designed at the informatJrn level.
In addition to the above synthetic display, the instrument panel is assumed
to include: i) Terrain height error e(t), 2) Radar altimeter, 3) pitch
indicator and 4) G-meter.
The rank-ordering of the displays via the OCM indicates comparable
levels of performance for displays 1-3, and much better performance using
the flight director. Any of these displays yield significantly better per-
formance than the non-synthetic display case, verifying the need for future
flight path information.
3. Fo_t Leve_: Here specific display formats are suggested for the pre-
sentation of specific display systems designed in level 2. Thus at this
level the analytic display is translated into requirements for a physical
display. Here we determine display layout, size and mode of presentetion
suitable for a man-in-the-loop simulation. The work at this level is
largely an "art", but is guided by the sensitivities, attentional allocations,
etc. that are generated by the OCM at the display level.
Man-ln-the-loop experiments that evaluated the performance of the four
candidate display sys=ems were conducted at the CYBERLAB facility at the
University of Connecticut. The experimental results tend to confirm the
analytic rank-ordering of the candidate displays, and show a marked improve-
ment in performance for the flight director design.
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4This display is similar to the terrain box in use on the AIO HUD.
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